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Note 

 

The sitter is artist Diana Moore, Beckman’s wife at the time. 

 

“Diana #1 was begun in 1971 and completed the following year; it was Beckman’s first 

large scale figure painting, and it initiated a series of ten single images of Diana spanning 

nearly two decades – until the couple separated and were divorced at the end of the 1980s. 

 

Like chapters in a novel – though not conceived as such, for Beckman is a painter, not a 

narrator – these pictures image one person over a twenty-year span, but who is that 

person?  We want to say she is Diana Moore, the artist’s wife and his constant model; 

knowing their relationship as we do, their marriage, their years together, their separation 

and divorce, we want further to say the pictures document their relationship from its outset 

to its dissolution.  Which I suppose they do, but to say only that would be to limit them, for 

they are, individually and as a group, more than merely personal.  Like anyone’s art that 

is, the pictures may be autobiographical, but Diana is, at the beginning and at the end – 

and at times fiercely – as independent of the artist as she is from us and as we inevitably 

are from one another.  In this she embodies the modern experience and is like us, and from 

this perspective we can be said to meet on equal terms, seeking to know one another. But 

the knowledge doesn’t come easily, for she challenges rather than invites our encounters, 

and in those she can be initially defiant (Diana #1 and #2), guarded (Diana #3), 

disbelieving (Diana #5), passive (Diana #6), skeptical (Diana #7), resigned (Diana #9), or 

distanced (Diana #10) – all daunting first impressions.” 

 

_Carl Belz on Diana 

For the book published on the occasion of William Beckman, a retrospective exhibition presented by the Frye 

Art Museum, Seattle, WA, 2002. 

 

 

 

 


